This proposal requests the encoding of four combining characters and six spacing characters used in the early Middle English *Ormulum*. If this proposal is accepted, the following characters will exist:

- ◌᫁ (1AC1) **COMBINING TRIPLE ACUTE ACCENT**
  - used in the Middle English *Ormulum*
- ◌᫂ (1AC2) **COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR G**
  - used in the Middle English *Ormulum*
- ◌᫃ (1AC3) **COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR R**
  - used in the Middle English *Ormulum*
- ◌᫄ (1AC4) **COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR T**
  - used in the Middle English *Ormulum*
- ꟊ (A7CA) **LATIN CAPITAL LETTER CLOSED INSULAR G**
- Ɤ (A7CB) **LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED INSULAR G**
  - used in the Middle English *Ormulum*
- Ꟍ (A7CC) **LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE THORN**
- ꟍ (A7CD) **LATIN SMALL LETTER DOUBLE THORN**
  - used in the Middle English *Ormulum*
- ꟎ (A7CE) **LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE WYNN**
- ꟏ (A7CF) **LATIN SMALL LETTER DOUBLE WYNN**
  - used in the Middle English *Ormulum*

The early Middle English *Ormulum*, composed in the 12th century, is of extraordinary importance to the study of the history of the English language because its author, Orm, who signed as Orrm and Ormin, devised an orthography for English which expressed distinctions between long and short vowels, and expressed precise distinctions between certain consonants. His orthography is remarkable in its accuracy; it precedes more formal phonetic analyses by centuries. Though the work has some lacunae, it consists of over 20,000 lines of verse; the metrical nature of the work also
assists in our understanding of the phonology of this dialect of Middle English. The edited text was published in White and Holt 1878, but their transcription partially normalizes Orm’s own scribal conventions and prevents the more comprehensive analysis of his orthography that a palaeographic reading can provide. The manuscript also contains numerous passages in Latin, and the scribe (who was Orm himself) used two distinctive styles of writing for each. When writing Latin, Orm uses a Carolingian hand with numerous signs of abbreviation and with a number of standard ligatures. He does not use these ligatures in his Middle English text, which is written in Insular script and is quite distinct from the standard Latin hand and orthography. It is for this reason that the palaeography of Orm’s orthography is both interesting and important. A palaeographic edition is being prepared, and in the preparation a number of characters missing from the UCS have been identified. The missing characters are proposed for encoding here.

1. COMBINING TRIPLE ACUTE ACCENT. Orm’s orthography marks vowels with three kinds of diacritics, drawn as a slightly angled straight line, two of those stacked, and three of those stacked. In modern orthography it is quite convenient to unify the first of these with U+0301 COMBINING ACUTE ACCENT and U+030B COMBINING DOUBLE ACUTE ACCENT; the third one is proposed for U+1ABF COMBINING TRIPLE ACUTE ACCENT. The specific meanings of all three of these accents is (as usual in Old and Middle English manuscripts) slightly uncertain, but they are clearly distinct and the missing one needs to be added to the UCS. Dickens and Wilson (1952:82) have suggested that readers trained in Latin might assume a short vowel before a single final -t, and that Orm’s accents were a reminder to pronounce. A comprehensive study of the distribution of these accents in the Ormulum has not been completed; certainly encoding the COMBINING TRIPLE ACUTE ACCENT will help such study. A similar set of spacing characters exists in the UCS: U+2032 ' PRIME, U+2033 ” DOUBLE PRIME, and U+2034 ‴ TRIPLE PRIME. It should be noted that single and double acutes in early English manuscripts are drawn with a somewhat less intense slope than the modern ACUTE ACCENT is, but the unification with the modern character is conventional, though in the examples in Figures 1 and 2 below they appear stacked rather than side-by-side; they are a bit more accent-like in the actual manuscript as shown in Figure 3. SC2 and the UTC should not encode “semi-sloped stacking macrons” for this character (they are distinct from either COMBINING MACRON and COMBINING OVERLINE).

\[ \text{á á ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ ŏ �
Three of the combining characters are missing from the UCS. See Figures 4 and 5.

3. **Insular G, Closed Insular G, and Carolingian G.** Orm’s orthography is remarkable in that it indicates three different reflexes of original /ɡ/. Orm uses Insular G (Ȿ) for /j/ (this is the ancestor of yogh ʒ), as in Ȿiff ‘if’ [jɪf]; a unique Closed Insular G of his own invention for /ɡ/, as in godspell ‘gospel’ [ˈɡɒdspɛl]; and Carolingian G for /dʒ/, as in seggen (Old English secgen) ‘to say’ [ˈsɛdʒən]. The second of these has not been encoded. See Figures 3, 7, and 8 (they are not marked in Figure 7).

4. **Double Wynn and Double Thorn.** The two runic borrowings into Insular script, Wynn Þþ and Thorn Þþ, get special treatment in Orm’s orthography. Instead of trying to squeeze a combining letter atop (in order to indicate a short vowel), Orm devised double letters where the two bowls share a single vertical stem: as in Þþ and Þþ. These letters are extremely frequent throughout the manuscript (Double Thorn being the more frequent). Orm writes Þþ as easily as he writes Þþ ‘with’, and troþþ as easily as tropþþ ‘belief’. He does not write a *COMBINING THORN over þ or a *COMBINING WYNN over þ; neither of those combining characters is encoded and neither is required for the Ormulum. See Figures 3, 7, and 8 (they are not marked in Figure 7).

5. **Tironian ET.** For the use and casing of the tironian ET in the Ormulum, see N5042 (L2/19-172).

6. **Capitalization.** Capitalization in Orm’s manuscript is quite rigorously applied at the beginning of every verse. In fact as the manuscript is really rather cramped, the capitalization provides an important cue to reading the text—particularly on those folios where there are lacunae in the text. As with other palaeographic letters encoded in Latin Extended D, the casing forms are proposed here, both for the representation of the medieval manuscript itself and in terms of the normal use a modern scholar might make of such characters in ordinary publication:

Reflexes of the voiced velar in the Ormulum: Ȿiff, Ȿodd, and seggen.

**Reflexes of the Voiced Velar in the Ormulum:** Ȿiff, Ȿodd, and seggen.

Marking short vowels in the Ormulum: ðïðþ and ðïþ; troþþ and tropþþ.

**Marking Short Vowels in the Ormulum:** ðïðþ and ðïþ; tropþþ and tropþþ.

7. **Glyphs.** A variety of glyphs can be used to represent the Insular G. Some look z-like, some ʒ-like, some have a closed circular counter Ȿ, and some—the most iconic and common—look more S-like, without a closed counter. Orm uses the S-like glyph for both his /j/ and /ɡ/ letters. A glyph for his /ɡ/ having two closed counters does not look right. For consistency in the UCS, we recommend that the following glyphs be used for A77D, 1D79, A77E, A77F, A7CA, and A7CB:
8. Ordering. We recommend the following.

... g << G << ... << ʒ << ɹ << ʒ << ɹ \( \leq \) ʒ \( \leq \) ɹ ... 

... r << R << ... << ɲ << ȶ << ɲ \( \leq \) ɭ ... 

... t << T << ... << ț << ț \( \leq \) ț \( \leq \) ț ... 

Actually we would also prefer an alteration be made for the base form of the Insular letters (moving them out of their current base letters, and after them):

... g << G << ... < ʒ << ɹ << ʒ << ɹ \( \leq \) ʒ \( \leq \) ɹ ... 

9. Security. None of these characters are required in identifiers.

10. Unicode Character Properties. Character properties are proposed here.

1AC1;COMBINING TRIPLE ACUTE ACCENT;Mn;220;NSM;;;;N;;;;;
1AC2;COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR G;Mn;220;NSM;;;;N;;;;;
1AC3;COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR R;Mn;220;NSM;;;;N;;;;;
1AC4;COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR T;Mn;220;NSM;;;;N;;;;;
A7CA;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER CLOSED INSULAR G;Li;1;Li;;;;N;A7CB;
A7CB;LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED INSULAR G;Li;1;Li;;;;N;A7CA;
A7CC;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE THORN;Li;1;Li;;;;N;A7CD;
A7CD;LATIN SMALL LETTER DOUBLE THORN;Li;1;Li;;;;N;A7CC;
A7CE;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER DOUBLE WYNN;Li;1;Li;;;;N;A7CF;
A7CF;LATIN SMALL LETTER DOUBLE WYNN;Li;1;Li;;;;N;A7CE;

11. Bibliography


12. Figures.

**Figure 1.** Example from White and Holt 1878:xcvii showing ◌᫁ COMBINING TRIPLE ACUTE ACCENT alongside U+030B ◌̋ COMBINING DOUBLE ACUTE ACCENT.

**Figure 2.** Example of the same text from Hall 1920:112 showing ◌᫁ COMBINING TRIPLE ACUTE ACCENT alongside U+030B ◌̋ COMBINING DOUBLE ACUTE ACCENT.
Figure 3. The same text as given in Figures 1 and 2, from the Ormulum f. 34r–34v, lines 3662–3683, showing \combining triple acute accent alongside \combining double acute accent. Sometimes for reasons of space it appears that Orm writes the accents atop the following character, but it is conventional (and proper) to read them as belonging to the vowel, given the design and intent of his orthography. Note in the very first line of the image from f. 34v the word pide \textit{winnde} ‘swaddling’. Here \combining overline indicating an \textit{m} or \textit{n} is used twice (because Orm doubles these too to indicate vowel length); this is not the \combining double acute accent. There is also a \textit{double thorn} here.
Figure 4. Example from the Ormulum f. 3v showing ◌ ṣ COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR LETTER G in þeᵹᵹe (line 3) and ◌ ṣ COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR LETTER T in iᵹ (line 2), alongside examples of COMBINING C in Iᵹ (line 2), of COMBINING H in follᵹᵹ (line 2), and of COMBINING N in pileᵹ (line 1). The four lines of text here read, in palaeographic transcription:

\[
\text{Att godd fœh fœple bœnghleß. I siff þeᵹᵹ pîlᵹh hœnᵹh i‰c.} \quad \text{I follᵹᵹ iᵹ iﬃ dede:} \quad \text{Iᵹ hafœ hœnᵹpenn unn-}
\]
\[
\text{dœnᵹ qœłe:} \quad \text{Co pînenn þeᵹᵹ bœnghleß. I i ſhœl hafœn fœnᵹ mᵹ ſpinec. Sœd lœn att godd onn ende:}
\]

Figure 5. Example from the Ormulum f. 3v showing ◌ ṣ COMBINING LATIN SMALL LETTER INSULAR LETTER R in bᵹᵹeᵹᵹ ‘brother’ (lines 1 and 2; bᵹᵹeᵹᵹ is written hyphenated between lines 4–5). The COMBINING DOUBLE ACUTE ACCENT can be seen in line 5. The five lines of text here read, in palaeographic transcription:

\[
\text{Nu bᵹᵹeᵹᵹ Pallœ. bᵹᵹeᵹᵹ min.} \quad \text{Affœ þe flœshœf kœide:} \quad \text{7 bᵹᵹeᵹᵹ min i cœiʃteœndœm. Pœnœ fœl-}
\]
\[
\text{lœhte} \quad \text{7 þœnœ cœoœe:} \quad \text{7 bᵹᵹeᵹᵹ min i gœœf hœnœ ſœœ o þe þœ-}
\]
For the guttural and palatal spirants Orm retains the Old English ɣ (in the former case adding an ʰ), while for the guttural stopped consonant, as in god, he employs a sign which is represented in the printed editions by ɣ. But in the printed editions the sign ɣ is not restricted to the guttural stopped consonant: it is used also in words like egges (= Modern English 'edge'), where the ɣɣ had the ɔdə sound. In other words, the printed editions of the Ormulum make no difference between egges (= 'edge') and eggesəz (= to 'egg on'), though the pronunciation of the consonants in the two words was, in Orm's time, the same as now, i.e. ɔdə in the former case and a stopped ɣ in the latter. But on examining the MS. I found that, though the editors make no difference, Orm did. The letter with which he always denoted the guttural stop (as in god, gladd, eggesə, &c.) is perfectly distinct from the sign which he used to express the ɔdə sound (as in egges 'edge,' eggesə 'to say,' &c.). The latter, which in the following remarks, as well as in the transcript of the facsimile, is denoted by ɣ, has the form of the continental ɣ — : cf. bīggen in the facsimile, lines 1, 16, 18, 20, 41, 47, and seggən, line 6. The former, which I shall denote by ɣ, may be described as a sort of compromise between the Old English ɣ and the continental ɣ: it has, in common with this latter, the closed upper part, thus differing from the Old English ɣ; but it has, in common with the Old English ɣ, the straight horizontal top stroke, which projects to the left as well as to the right of the letter — : cf. yedd, lines 4, 9, 10, 12, 38, &c., bīggen, line 13, &c. This straight horizontal top, especially that part of it which projects to the left, is its most characteristic feature, and serves to distinguish it from the ɣ, from the round top of which a short sloping stroke extends to the right, there being no stroke whatever to the left. The absence of any stroke to the left of the top of the ɣ at once distinguishes it from the ɣ. Except for the one or two isolated instances mentioned on page 4, Orm never confuses the two signs, but always uses them correctly, ɣ denoting the guttural stopped consonant, and ɣ the ɔdə sound. I give a few instances—the pronunciation, ɣ or ɔdə, is added in brackets, the number which follows denotes the number of times I have met with the word in question in the Ormulum MS.: egges 'edge' (ɔdə-4) is in each case written with ɣɣ; eggənə 'to egg on' (ɣ-5), eggənəg (ɣ-1) are in every instance spelt with ɣɣ. The verb bīggen 'to buy' (ɔdə-18) is always written with ɣɣ, being thus invariably distinguished from bīggen 'to dwell' (ɣ-20). The verbs leggən 'to buy' (ɔdə-2), and seggən 'to say' (ɔdə-32) are in every instance written with ɣɣ, while the Scandinavian trigg 'faithful' (ɣ-3), kaggərleggə 'love' (ɣ-2) are spelt with ɣɣ.

**Figure 6.** Discussion in Napier (1894:71–72) of his analysis of the distinction Orm makes between his invented ɣ /g/, ʃ /ʃ/, and g /dʒ/. The graphs ɔh and ʃ were used for /ɣ/. The glyphs used in this Early English Text Society publication are not the best, though they do the job. (Note that an italic form of ʃ was not cut.) But the shape of the **INSULAR G** and the **CLOSED INSULAR G** should be more similar.
Figure 7. Text from Orm, f. 65r–65v, lines 7825–7841 (left column) and lines 7885–7895 (right column), showing the three different letters, Ɤ /g/, ꟑ /j/ (sgiving) /θ/, and ꟑ /dʒ/. Enclosed in green we have the words biggen /ˈbɪdʒǝn/ ‘to build’, ꟑodd /ɡɔd/ ‘god’, Ɤīɡ (bing) /θɪŋ/ ‘thing’, ꟑajdǝn /ˈmæjdǝn/ ‘maiden’, ꟑiff /jɪf/, and ꟑho /ˈyo/ ‘she’. Transcription of the text:

7 ce biŋp biggeñ úc aě ɡoǔ.
All þin unnclene dede:
7 all þe biŋp ict biggenñ úc:
Þiþ fé pherhe off fillfeñ.
7 ðaþt ɪf þ ce biŋp biggenñ úc:
All þin miífdeñ 7 finne.
Þurðiþ piht ðædborc: þ biŋp beon:
O fife pife fonpdeñ.
Foð phaðçe pife clenfeñ hǐ.
7 þiþ hiþ ꟑodd hǐ fahhefeñ.
Hiþiþ biŋp off all hiþ finne beon.
Þurðiþ fiffald pine clennfeñ.
Foðiþ hiþiþ biŋp foð þe luþe off ꟑodd.
7 foðiþ hiþf poḥ to bécenn:
O fife pife ánnneñ hɛp.
Hiþf bodiþ. 7 hiþf faple:
Foðiþ hiþiþ biŋp lokenn hǐ þa̅ c hɛ:

7825 7830 7835 7840 7885 7890 7895
Piþ cnapechild. piþ ma gsondefchild:
Piþ baþe oʊ ań pife:
7 Pe lac pasf lamb. 7 cullþe þni干涉.
Oþþþ ict pasf láþ. 7 túfeñ:
7 giff ɧo pasf ɪf pexde pif.
Foþ mikell þiþ to tæcenn.
Foþ cnapechild bicacneð ýf:
Scþáŋ maþh h i ɡode dedeñ.
Figure 8. Example from the Ormulum f. 3v showing LATIN SMALL LETTER DOUBLE WYNN in the word *trowþe* (trowwþe ‘belief’) and LATIN SMALL LETTER DOUBLE THORN in the words *hafeþ* (hafeþþ ‘has’) and *ƿiþ* (wipþ ‘with’). The text here reads, in palaeographic transcription:

```
Nu broþeþ Ƿall. broþeþ min.  
Affe þe flæsheþ kiðe:  
7 brøþeþ min i çuiftœnndom.  
Þurþi fulluhte 7 þurþi ðroþe:  
7 þroþeþ min i ðodeþ huf.  
Sêc o þe ðripþe.  
Þurþi þare þicþ hafenn takeþ ba.  
An þegleþboc to folliþenn.  
Vnndeþ kanunnkeþ hæd. 7 lif.  
Spa fuþ fannþ Appþein fette:  
Iês hafe don fpa fuþ þu badd:  
7 foþpedd te þþ pille.  
```

```
Ye Iês hafe þeþð iðcill enngleþh.  
Sodspelleþ hallþe þáþe:  
Affe þiþle þicþ þareþ me.  
Min ðpþeþin hafeþþ leneþd.  
5 Ye þu þohþreþþ þareþ ðett miþhte þeþ.  
Til þik gel þþame tuþþeþ,  
Sifþ enngleþh folþe þorþ ðette off çkiþ.  
Iþc þolleþd géþþe þepþenn.  
7 folþþ þett ðett ðilþenn þett.  
10 Þþþ þohþte, þþþ þorþ, þþþ dede.  
```
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    Yes.
10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
    Yes.
10c. If YES, reference
   Cross references point to the related but different characters.
11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences (see clauses 4.12 and 4.14 in ISO/IEC 10646-1: 2000)?
    Yes.
11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
    No.
11c. If YES, reference
11d. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
    No.
11e. If YES, reference
12a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics?
    No.
12b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
13a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
    No.
13b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?